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STEP UP TO 
THE GOLD STANDARD.
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Available on Ford 
and GM chassis 
with gas, CNG and 
electric options.

Aerodynamic front cap 
accommodates signage, 
large lockable storage or 
viewing window  

Easy to clean and maintain, gelcoated exterior keeps its shine 
for the life of the vehicle & absorbs temperature at a much 
lower rate  than metal, making the bus easier to heat & cool

Flexible and ultra functional seating with 
antimicrobial fabrics available, a variety 
of luggage options and an easy to use 
modular wiring system makes this a 

favorite for all users. 

Large view out window gives over 4 square feet visibility 
of traffic & boarding passengers, increasing safety

Steel reinforced composite body has 
twice the strength to weight ratio of 

an all steel  frame structure

Exclusive sidewall bridge rail provides superior side impact 
resistance while allowing flexible seating configurations

Front and rear lifts ensure 
accessibility for all.

Since it’s introduction to the industry in 1985, the AeroTech has been a best seller and 
a benchmark for all others. The rust proof steel reinforced fiberglass composite body 
provides for lower temperature absorption, improved sound insulation and significant 

shock absorption minimizing damage and increasing safety in the event of an 
accident. Not to mention sleek modern curves with a gelcoat shine that will shimmer 

for the life of the vehicle with very easy maintenance. Built in the heart of America 
where dedication to quality is a way of life, and products are tested in the harshest of 

environments, usages and temperatures, the AeroTech always proves to be the best 
value, longest life and highest re-sell option on the market.

Premium features such as an easy to use EP4 modular electrical system, 1,000 
hour salt spray primer, tinted windows, commercial seats, and all LED lighting come 

standard or available on every vehicle. With many specialized options available, we can 
build the ideal blend of beauty and durability for your specific applications. 

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL 200 220 240 250 270
Maximum Passenger Capacity 17 21 25 25 29

Standard Entrance Door 30”

Overall Height 115”

Overall Length with Bumper Ford 260” 280” 298” 305” 330”

Overall Length with Bumper GM 266” 286” 304” 311” N/A

Overall Width with No Mirrors 96”

Wheelbase Ford 138” 158” 176” 186” 208”

Wheelbase GM 139” 159” 177” 182” N/A
GVWR 11,500
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*Varies based on option selected.  **Various passenger/wheelchair configurations available.

POPULAR FLOOR PLANS

AeroTech 220
12 & 2 with Rear Lift

AeroTech 240
20 Passenger with Rear Luggage

AeroTech 240
24 Passenger with Luggage Net

AeroTech 240
11 & 3 with Front Lift

At ElDorado, we constantly 
improve our product and reserve 

the right to change specifications 
without notice. Some features 

shown are non-standard upgrades.


